Forecasting a ce rtain ideali zed hori zontal, autobarotropic, nonviscous, nondi\'erging atmospheric fl ow considered by R ossby leads to an unusual boundary-\,a lue probl em for the teleg rapher' s equation , invol ving boundary values on only one characteristic. It is shown ho w to find unique soluti ons periodic in the longitude ; these a re represe nted in te r'm s of a Green 's fun ction, A procedure for computing the Green 's funct ion is set down and i~ shown to be optim a l in a restricted sen "e. The G ree~'s fun ction is tab ul ated for 72 lon git ud es a nd 14 time-valu cs. An a lt ern ative oluti on by a differencc eq uation is m cnti oned.
Introduction
In one treatment of planetary atmospheric :flow as horizontal, a ntobarotropic, nonvisco ns, and non diverging in a plane, Ross by [9] 2 co nsidered the idealized case of a constant west-wind component, U, and a south-wind component, v, dependent on the west-to-east distan ce coordinate, t/;, and time, T, but independent of the sou th-to-north distance coordinate, ,u. I t was shown in [5) that this v satisfies the telegrapher's equation (eq 3) below, where x= t/; -UT, t= 4 {3r. The parameter (3 = 212 cos \0 (drp jd,u ) is here considered constant; 12 is the angular speed of the ear th 's rotation, and \0 is latitude. For this simple atmospheric model, the meteorological forecast problem is one of determinin g v(x, t) for future times t, given only v(x, 0). But on a plane the specification of v(x, 0) is not sufficient to determine v(x, t ) for many t> O, because the line t = O is a characteristic of eq 3 (see p . 254 of [11] ). Having its initial conditions on only one characteristic is an unusual feature of the present problem that does not seem to have arisen in other physical problems known to the author to lead to the telegrapher's equation.
The author shows that the forecast problem has a unique solution when it is assumed that the world is round, that is, when the solution is assumed to I T his paper was wriUen at t he Institute for N um erical Analysis of t he N atio nal Bureau of Standards with the financial support of the Office of ~aval R esearch of t he U. S. Na\' y Departme nt.
, }' igu rcs in brackets indicate thc li terature references at the end of this paper .
• Solution of the Telegrapher's Equation be periodi c in x. The problem is stated in section II and solved in section III. In section IV the solution is r epresented in terms of a Green's function . In section V a proceciW'e is outlined for compu ting the Green's function by improving the convergence of its Fourier se ries . In section VI cer tain auxiliary polynomials, O'k(X) , used in section V are di scussed and r elated to the B ernoulli polynomial s. In section VII arc reported without proof a few res ults on the approximate solution of th e problem by a difference equation, tak en from [6] . In section VIn is given a table of values of the Green's function, as computed in the Computation Unit of the Institu te for Numerical Analysis.
The presen t au thor first reported this work in [7] . Independently of the research r eported h ere, Charney, Eliassen , and Hunt of the Institute for Advanced Study considered the telegrapher's equation while investigating numerical weather prediction in general. Their r esearch was reported in [1] and is written up in [2] . The work of these men includes much of wha t is reported h er e, and much more.
II. Statement of the Problem
L et C be the circumfer ence of a unit circle; let us adopt an angle coordinate x for C: -7r < x~7r.
L et I be the set of time-instants t: 0 ~ t< 0:>. Let R be the closed two-dimensional region consisting of all points (x, t) with X in C and t in I, Let j(x) be a r eal-valued function that sa tisfies the follow-__ _ ing hypotheses, but which is otherwise arbitrary:
HI: j(x) is sectionally smooth 3 on C. Moreover,
j(x) = Hf(x + o) + j(x -O) ], (all x).
(1)
H z: j(x) has the average value zero:
J:7r j(x)dx= o.
(2)
The problem is to find a r eal-valu ed function, vex, t), defined everywher e on R , with the following four properties: P I: Vt exists 4 
P4: For t= O, vex, t) reduces to j (x): vex, 0) =j(x).

III. Solution of the Problem, Uniqueness
One gets a formal solution by separation of variables :and use of Fourier series. Assum e a solution of eq 3 of form vex, t) = X(x) T (t). Then 1!x:=X' (x) T' (t) , and eq 3 takes the form
X' (x) T' (t )_ 1
X (x) . T (t) --4 ' (4)
The two factors in eq 4 must themselves be constant:
T (t) = -4X'
(5) (6) A solution of eq 5 for -co <x< co is X(x) =e'Z. For x on the circle 0, however, one must have X(-1l') =X(1l') , or e-"'=e"' . Taking logarithms, one sees that -1l'X = 1l'X + 2n1Ti(n=O, ± I , ± 2, ... ). H ence X=ni(n= 0,±l ,±2, .. . ) . Since the value 3 That is, bothf(x) andf'(x) are continuous in C except for a finite number of jump discontinuities.
• The subscripts denote partial derivatives.
• It is shown on pp. 55 to 57 of [3] that our conditions PI and p, imply the following: 1',. exists and equals v •• for all (x, t) such that x is not one of the excepted val ues in P,.
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X= O is incompatible with eq 4, there remain the following fundamental solutions of eq 5:
(n= ±l, ±2, ±3, ... ).
Corresponding to X n(x) , the solution T n(t) of eq 6 forX =ni is T n(t)=exp (it/4n where an, bn are undetermined constants. 'N e postpone a discussion of the convergence of the series (eq 7) for t r" 0 and consider it for t = 0, where
If the series in eq 8 actually does converge to j (x) for all x, it is shown on p. 274 of [12] that the coefficients, an, bn, must b e the Fourier coefficients of j. Conversely, by p. 25 of [12] , the hypothesis H I is sufficient to insure that t]l e Fourier series of f actually converges to f(x); it. even converges uniformly for x in any interval bounded away from a discontinuity of j. Moreover, the hypothesis H2 implies that in the Fourier series ao= O. W e h encefor th stipulate that the series (eq 8) is th e Fourier series of j. It is important to note 6 tha t H I implies that an and b" are O(l /n); that is, there exists a constant M < co such that (all n) .
(9)
Proof of Convergence
There remains only a proof that the series in eq 7 actually do es converge to a function vex, t ) with the r equired properties, PI , P2, P3, P4• It will b e useful to have the following representations of cos (t/4n ) and sin (t /4n 
R eprese ntation as the sum of three series is p ermitted b ecause each of the seri es ~o, ~I' ~2 converges. ~o converges for all x because it is the Fourier series of f ; its convergence is uniform in any interval bounded away from a discontinuity of f (x 
Moreover, the series Ceq 14) converges uniformly for x, t such that x is bounded away from a jump off(x). For all x, t one may obtain V t by termwise differ entiation of eq 14 , b ecau se by eq 9 the resulting series is absolutely and un iformly convergent in both x and t:
Solution of the Telegrapher's Equation
: Moreover , Vt is continuous for all x, t, so that PI holds. Now one may not obtain Vx by termwise differ entiation of eq 14, because th e resulting ser ies will gen erally not converge. However, Vx do es cxist and is a continuous function of x and t for all t and for all x not in E . To see this, one uses eq 10 and 12 to carry the Taylor formula (eq 13) to one higher power of t . It is found that
By termwise differ en tiation of eq 16, i t is found that [-211', 211'] . t) and w (x, 0) are given on two characteristics of eq 3. By pp. 21 to 22 of [10] they are therefore sufficient to determine w(x, t) uniquely for all X, t. On the other hand, the valuesw(1I ', t) and w (x, 0) are also sufficient to determine w (x, t) for all X, t. Since w ( -11', t ) =W (11', t) and w(x, 0) = w( -X, 0)= 0, it is seen by symmetry that w(x, t)= w ( -x, t) . N ow since the values of x lie on a circle there is nothing exceptional about th e line X= 11 ' : The above argument will also show that, for each value of XI , W(XI +x, t) . W (XI-X, t) . It follows that for eaeh fixed t, w(x, t.) = constant, whence w(x, t) = h (t). By eq 3, -iw=wtx= (d/dx) h' (t) = 0. Hence, the constan t value of w(x, t) must be everyw. -here zero. Then V=VI, and th e solution vex, t) given by eq 14 is unique.
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The results of section III may be summarized in the following theorem, phrased in the notation of section II. The convergence proof of section III, 2 r equires only slight modification to serve as a proof of Theorem 2. For an arbitrary function f(x) of bounded variation, there need be no interval of continuity; one may therefore not expect the ~eries (eq 14) to converge uniformly in any mterval. The termwise differentiations of section III, 2 can, however, be justified for almost all x by the fact that the r esulting series are Fourier seri es .
IV. Representation by a Green's Function
The formula (eq 14) for the solution of the problem of section II is directly adapted to numerical computation only when the Fourier coefficients an, bn converge rapidly to zero. But some of the most important cases in meteoroloO'y . b
are wheref (x) has dIscontinuities (see footnote 7).
7 '!"' his .extension se.ems to have no meteorological interest. However, it 13 of much Importance III meteorology to deal with functionsJ(x) with some discontlllUltlCs; sucb discontilluities occur at frouts between air masses 8 Same as eq 1. With such an j the Fourier coefficients arc, roughly speaking, of the order O(1 /n), and for those j the convergence of eq 14 is hopelessly slow.
It is possible, however, to improve the convergence of eq 14 to such a degree that computation of vex, t) is reasonably possible. The proced ure will be illustrated in section V for one particular choice off (x) : (O< X:S;7r) (:r= 0) (-7r:S;x < O).
(18)
It may be shown by direct compu tation that the Fourier series of (To(x) is the series of eq 18. It then follows that the series converges to (To(x) for all x. The reason for cboosing (To (x) is two-fold : (a) it is of meteorological inLcrest to see how a simple discontinuity in vex, 0) is propagated, as t increases; (b) for any j(x) that is sectionally smooth, it is possible to represent the corresponding vex, t) in terms of the solu tion for Lhe pecial initial
condition vex, O)= (To(x ).
The present section is devoted to proving the property (b). Suppose , therefore, that G(x , t) is the solution of the problem of section II with the ini tial condition (To (x) ; then G(x, 0) = (To (x) . Let a sectionally smooth function j(x) be given that satisfies eq 1 ancl 2. Letj(x) have the jump
Let <To(x) be continued periodically for x in [-27r, 27r] . Then (J d 7r) (TO (X-Xk) also has the jump J k at the poin t Xk . Now
is a continuou s function, since all the jumps have been removed. Moreover, Hx) and the functions (J k/7r)<TO(X -Xk) all satisfy eq 1 and 2. There is, therefore, a unique solution to the problem of section II for each of these functions. For the -Xk, t) . It will be shown below that the solution y (x, t) corresponding to the initial values Hx) is given by
Since the problem of section II is linear in the initial condition j(X) , and since it follows that
( 2 1) The formu la (eq 21) is the desired representation of v (x, t ) in terms of the solu tion G (x, t) to the single problem wher c j (x) = (To (x) . The nature of eq 21 indica tes that G(x , t ) may be call ed the Green's juncti on of the problem of section II . The representation (eq 21 ) is not only of theoretical importance, bu t it can also he used for approximating th e solutions for g eneral boundary values, j (x) , once the Green's function is tabu lated. The practical problem then becomes one of approximating the integral in eq 21 by some numerical process. This latter problem is not treat.ed here.
It remains to prove eq 19 . First, it may be observed that, for each x, sin ce <TG and ~ are periodic,
In eq 22 we have used two Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. The last step is true because Hx) satisfies eq 2. By eq 13, (24) where an and b" are the Fourier coefficients of ~. In view of eq 22 and 24, th e termwise integration in eq 23 yields
But, by eq 13 and 14, the right-hand side of eq 25 is y(x, t), the solution corresponding to the initial values Hx). This completes the proof of eq 19 . The representations (eq 20 and 21) assume a. more symmetric and unified form when the Lcbesgue-Stieltjes integral is used. It can be shown that
and that
7rJ C where eq 26 and 27 include Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals over the circle C. Whenever j(x) has a discontinuity (say at Xl), the integral in eq 26 fails to converge as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral for X= Xl, because the. functions (fO(XI-U) and j (u) both have a discontinuity for u=o. The same holds for eq 27. The integrals (eq 26 and 27) are convergent for all x as Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals. Moreover, the formula (eq 27) yields the solution of the problem when j(x) is an arbitrary function of bounded variation; the above proof of eq 19 can be modified to serve as a proof of eq 27.
V, Computation of the Green's Function
For the purpose of using the representation (eq 21) and for its own meteorological interest, it was desired to compute the Green's function G(x, t 
In summary, a method is required to compute G(x, z) to an accuracy of approximately ± 0.001 fOI· 1l X= -7r(7r/36) 7r and for various positive values of z up to 36. The present section will present one such procedure, an application of a method for improving the convergence of certain Fourier series, given on pp. 84 to 88 of [10] . The procedure presented below is not an exact description oj the methods actually used in making the table oj sectioll VIII. It is assumed in section V that computing machinery is available capable of dealing with numbers of 10 decimal digits, but no more than 10.
Of the tolerable error 0.001 , the amount 0.0005 must be reserved for round-off in the final tabulation to three decimal places. Suppose that 0.0004 is allowed for truncation er1'o1's/ 2 and 0.0001 for computing errors resul ting from round-offs during the calculation with 10-digit numbers. To have a truncation error as low as 0.0004 from use of a partial sum of eq 28 would require about 23,000 / terms for x= 7r/36 and x=357r/36. The convergence must obviously be improved.
Representation by Truncated Double Sum
We write
for simplicity we consider only the first sum ~I in eq 29. It can b e shown that the term ~2 behaves similarly throughout the analysis. Expanding cos (z/n) in its ::VIaclaurin series, one has 
The last step above uses the Stirling expression for t h e factorial hmction, which , according to p. 
The first estimate in eq 31 seems crude, but it does no t affect the values of N or R very mu ch . The selection of th e most sui table pair of valu es N, R from eq 32 will be postponed until we have discussed the summation of the remainin g terms of eq 30.
. Computation of the Double Sum
The terms of ~I for n = 1,2, . .. ,N and all l' may be left. in th e form
and m ay be computcd from thi s formula. The term s for n~N+ 1 and 1' = 0 , 1, ... , R -l may be written in the form 
Once O'~~) (x) h as been tabulated for the one value of N to be selected b elow, ~~ may be computed directly from eq 34. Two methods are needed to get O'~~) (x), as the calculating machinery IS assumed to be limited to ten d ecimal digits. The first method is to use the identity N .
where
In section VI it will be shown that for We now estimate the labor involved in computing the Ll of eq 29, in oro er to select that pair of values of Nand R from eq 32 tha t makes the computational work a minimum. The resulting computing procedure will b e optimal in a limited sense-i. e., optimal among the one-pammeter family of truncations considered in section V, 1. Although the r esulting procedure will b e p erfectly feasible for computation-indee d, i t differs only moderately from the procedure actually used to get the tables of section VIII-it cannot b e said to be optimal among all procedures for computing the Ll of eq 29. For it has been based on a certain type of truncation of a certain double series (eq 30), and on a predetermined assignment of truncation errors to several sub calculations (eq 38). Given only the nature of the computational machiner y, to describe an absolutely optimal procedure of getting LI would seem quite b eyond the present powers of analysis.
It is cus tomary and quite r ealistic to es timate the cost of a computation by the number of mu ltiplications required . 13 ' We shall consider the multiplications r equired to get LI for one value of z and for one value of x. In eq 33 one may ignore the desk computation required to get (l /n)cos(z/n) and sin nx; there are then essentially N multiplications involved in eq 33. In using eq 36, one may ignore th e work of getting O'ZT(X), which is chargeable to b asic table d evelopment, and count 3N multiplications n eeded in all to get 0' ('6 ) 
W1(N, R )=-66+ 7N+3 1R -RN= 151 -(7-R )(31-N). (41 )
Minimizing WI (N, R ) over the pairs given in eq 32 
WI3(N, R )=-66 + 19N+ 43R -NR = 751-(19 -R ) (43-N).
The minimum of liV13 (N, R ) is 36 1, and occ urs for N = 13, R = 6. The optimal choice of N, R has changed, though not greatly. Since we exp ect to use 13 values of z, we adopt th e 'values N = 13, R =o= 6.
. Summary of the Computation Method
vVith the above choice of Nand R, th e computation of ~I may pl"O ceed as follows:
(a) Compute ~,
(1 z).
where <T2r(X) is computed from section VI.
(c) Compute To get ~2 in cq 29, one follow s analogous ste ps involving (J2r+l (x), (J~;~l (x) , etc. Ther e will be approximately 12,750 more mul tiplications, makino-a total of about 25,500 mul tiplications to get G(x, z) for th e 72 x-values and 11 z-valu es.
The to tal truncation error in getting ~I is bounded by 2 X lO -4 • Thi is divid ed into four t runcat ion errors of 5 X 10-5 , one for each of the t hree steps in (c), and one for th e terms left out of (e). The truncation error for ~2 is also bounded by 2 X 10-' 1, m a kin g a total truncation error of 4 X 10-4 • The final round-off of th e final answer to three decimal places m ay in trodu ce an elTor of 5 X 10- 4 • The third source of error is the accumulation of round-offs from adding five-decimal-place te rm s. Each term is ace ura te to 5 X IO -6 ; with an assumed r ectangular di stribu tion these terms have a dispel' ion n ear 3 X IO-6 . Each value of G(x, z) isobtained from the addition of about 270 su ch te rm s. The dispersion (J of the sum is therefore abou t ,1270 X 5 X IO-6, or about 8 X lO-5 • One m ay expect the accumulated error to exceed 2.5 (J = 2 X 10-4 in only l. 3 p ercen t of th e cases. The sum of the three enol'S is effectively bound ed by 11 X 10-\ or slightly more than 0.00l.
VI. The Polynomials {O'k(X) }
In section V we made use of certain fun ctions (Jk (x) defined as follo w :
The function CTO (X) was used in section IV; see eq. 18. For k > O the series CT k(X) in eq. 44 are absolutely convergent; hence they represent continuou s functions. Since CT2r(X) is odd and CT2r+1 (x) is even, it is n ecessary to sum the series (e q. 44) only for OS XS7r.
As stated in eq . 18, 
Note that eq 48 agrees with eq 45 for CToeX) . I-I en ce eq 48 is a correct formula, although it was only derived formally.
We now apply formula (eq 47) repeatedly , getting always correct expressions:
But it follows from the top of p. 188 of [4] that (50) Comparing eq 49 and 50, we see that Let 27rl = x, and the lemma is proved .
VII. Solution by a Difference Equation
Our first approximate solution of the problem stated in section II consisted of the approximate evaluation of the integral (eq 21) by means of numerical integration formulas, using the approxi-ma te values of G(x, z) tabulated in section VIn b elO\IT. A second approximate solution of the problem consists in solving with appropriate boundary conditions a difference equation that is closely r elated to the differential equation (eq 3). The latter method is considered in detail in [6] , wh ere proofs may b e.found ; only a summary is given in the present section.
For any positive integer 2N, let h= 7r/2N; let k > O be arbitrary. A n et is form ed of all points (x, t) of form (}J.h, vk ) , wh er e }J. and v are integers satisfying the condit ions
Whr]"e necessary we extend the n et and the functional valu es periodically in x wi th period 27r. The differ en tial equation (eq 3) is approxima ted by the difference equation,
v(x+ h, t + k ) -v(x-h , t+ k) = v(x+ h, t -le )-v(x-h, t -le )-hle v(x, t). (5 2)
The boundary conditions of the difl'erence-equation problem ar c prescribed valu es of v(x, t ) on the two rows t = O, t= lc. Assume th a t for t= le ,
x where the sum is extend ed over all points of the second row of the net. The bound ary conditions and eq 52 then determine the valu e of v(x, t) on the row t = 21e up to an additive constant. The additive constant and hence v(x, 21e) are determined uniquely by r equirin g tha t eq 53 hold also for t = 21e. Continuing row after row, on e thus det ermines v(x, t) over the whole net. L et the function so determined be denoted by V(N)(X, t) ; it depends on N, on le, and on the initial values prescrib ed for the first two rows. The problem of [6] is to see whether V(N) (x, t) -'>v(x, t) as N -'> 00 . L et the initial values 1! (X, 0) on the first row be defined by the r elation v(x, 0) -f (x) , wher e f (x) is the function of eq 1. Let Ie be fixed. Then it is possible to choose the initial values v(x, Ie ) on the second row of th e ll et in such a manner that, as N ----7oo , V(N) (X, t)-'>v(x, t) for each t of the net and for each x that is an abscissa of continuity of f (x). If Ie is allowed to vary with N iu such a manner that lc-'>O as N -'> 00, t hen V(N) (x, t) -'>v(x, t) for each t~ 0 and for each x that is an abscissa of continuity off(x). In neither case may one, in gener al, expect the convergen ce to be uniform in x or t.
Solution of the Tele<;Jrapher's Equation
The method referred to for choosing the values v(x, k ) on the second row is not an economical one, and in a practical computation one would prefer a cheap er though approximate method. Two things are shown in [6] about the effects of an approximation of the valu es of v(x, Ie ): First, th ey may introduce ultimate instability in to the solution. Even though the solution v(x, t ) of eq 3 be identically zero , it is possible t hat for fixed N and x,
Second, the approximation docs not preven t convergence of V(N ) (X, t) to v(x, t), provided that th e error of the approximation of v(x, Ie ) vanishe as N -'> 00 • One r eason abl e way of causing the elTor to vanish is to let lc-,>O.
These r esults show that the differ ence-equation method is a feasible method of solving t he problem of this p aper .
VIII. Table of the G reen's Function
In thi s ection is tabula ted the Green's function G(x, z), as compu ted in the Complitation Uni t of th e Institute for N umerical Analysis. The value of th e time parameter z corresponding to h hours at latitude q, is z= 0.5 2502 h cos 2 q,.
( 5 1) (Except for th e la t digit of the constant, formula (eq 51) can be verified from the introduction to section' V.) M eteorological considerations sugges ted that h should be chosen ill conveni ent multiple of 12 hours, and tha t q, should b e 35°,45°, or 55°. The latitude 32°19' r es ulted from a numerical error by the author. A limited number of pairs of values of h and q, were selected for the computation ; these pairs are hown in table 1, togeth er with the corresponding values of z determined from eq 5l. For each of the 13 values of z given III table 1 (and for z= O) and for X= -7r (7r/36) 7r, the Green's fun ction G(x, z) is presen ted in table 2 to 5 decimal places. Since G(x, z) has a di scon t inuity of the first kind at X= 0, the values G ( -0, z), G(O, z) , and G(+ O, z) are all given. In every case,
G(O, z)=t [G(-O, z)+ G(O, z) ] and G(+ O, z)-G(-O, z)= 7r.
The computational procedure followed that of sec tion V in general outlin.e, with certain deviations. It was decided to use N = 18, R = 6. The auxiliary functions a < fr) (x) and 0"2;~\ (:r) wer e computed from formulas like eq 36; formulas like eq 38 wer e not used . This n ecessitated carrying considerably more than 10 digits, and so the polynomials O"k(X) were first computed to 17 decimal places. Choice of formula (eq 36) was based on the value of getting these tables of B ernoulli polynomials as a byproduct of gen eral interest.
To Le defini te/ 5 let us write G(x, z) = Gl (x, z) + G2 (x , z) , where
Gl (x,z) =~-sin nx+ -, 18 1 (
Z)
n=1 n n and
n=19 n where
By section VI, the functions gk(X) are polynomials. They were generated on an International-Business-Machines tabulator to 17 decimal places. 
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Once the values of G(k) (x, 0) were obtained it was possible to generate, very easily, the fun ction G(x,z) for any values of Z in the range 0<z::; 36. To summarize, (a) Gl(x, z) was computed from eq (52). (b) The functions G(k) (x, 0) were compu ted for k == O,1,2 , . .. , 10. (c) G2 (x, z) was ob tained from eq (53 ).
(d ) Gl(x, z) and G2(x , z) wel'e added, to yield
The subsidiary computations in (a) and (b ) were carried to nine decimal places, those in (c) to at least seven decimal places in the partial products . Table 2 is believed to be accurate to ± 0.00002 for all x and all z. The cosin e component of G(x, z) was given a final ch eck by use of the following formula: T h e check shmved a deviation between the sum and p(z) , which was n ever greater than 0.00005.
The sin e component of G (x, z) Gl'een's Function G(x, z 
